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4th class Stationery List 

 

Stationery Item    
 CASIO Scientific Calculator- FX 83 GT Plus   
 USB stick with at least 1gb of memory -  
 A3 plastic button wallet  

A4 plastic button wallet  
Maths set (containing a protractor and a compass)  
Pencil case with 
the following: 

Fountain pen (Parker pen, preferably)  
2 packs of blue ink cartridges  
Red pen  
Blue Pen  
Green pen  
Scissors  
Pritt Stick (large) x2  
HB Writing pencils x3  
Markers  
Eraser/ sharpener (enclosed)  
Long, clear, shatterproof ruler  
Highlighters  
Colouring pencils twistables  

Old LARGE t-shirt to wear for painting  
 

 

PLEASE NOTE: 
Please ensure you write your child’s name on each stationery item before 
bringing the items into school.  
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5th class Stationery List 

Subject Book/ Item Publisher  
Irish Briathra – A Student’s Guide to Irish Verbs (Will already have from last year) G&M  

Foclóir (Will have from last year) Edco  
Stationery CASIO Scientific Calculator- FX 83 GT Plus   

 USB stick with at least 1gb of memory -  
 A3 plastic button wallet  

A4 plastic button wallet  
Maths set (containing a protractor and a compass)  
Pencil case with 
the following: 

Fountain pen (Parker pen, preferably)  
2 packs of blue ink cartridges  
Red pen  
Blue pen  
Green pen  
Scissors  
Pritt Stick (large) x2  
HB Writing pencils x3  
Markers  
Eraser/ sharpener enclosed  
Long, clear, shatterproof ruler  
Highlighters  
Colouring pencls twistables  

Old LARGE t-shirt to wear for painting  

 

 

PLEASE NOTE: 
Please ensure you write your child’s name on each stationery item before 
bringing the items into school.  
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6th class Stationery List 

 

Subject Book/ Item Publisher  
Irish Briathra – A Student’s Guide to Irish Verbs (Will already have from last year) G&M  

Foclóir (Will have from last year) Edco  
Stationery CASIO Scientific Calculator- FX 83 GT Plus   

 USB stick with at least 1gb of memory -  
 A3 plastic button wallet  

A4 plastic button wallet  
Maths set (containing a protractor and a compass)  
Pencil case with 
the following: 

Fountain pen (Parker pen, preferably)  
2 packs of blue ink cartridges  
Red pen  
Blue pen  
Green pen  
Scissors  
Pritt Stick (large) x2  
HB Writing pencils x3  
Markers  
Eraser/ sharpener enclosed  
Long, clear, shatterproof ruler  
Highlighters  
Colouring pencls twistables  

Old LARGE t-shirt to wear for painting  
 

 

PLEASE NOTE: 
Please ensure you write your child’s name on each stationery item before 
bringing the items into school.  
 


